FIGs for Journalism Students

- Start working on your Core Education requirements
- Explore subjects that can lead to a minor
- Begin your B.A. language requirements
- Meet like-minded peers with similar interests
- Prepare for studying abroad
- Gain knowledge and skills that are important for being a well-rounded journalism student

*Journalism students may choose any FIG, but below are some popular choices among students in that major. See fyp.uoregon.edu/fall-2021-figs for all FIG options.*

Click each FIG name to learn more!

- Aqui se habla Spanglish
- A Trip Down Memory Lane
- Breaking the Wall
- Carnegie Global Oregon
- Development Safari
- From War to Peace
- Idea of America: Race and Resistance
- In Search of Belonging
- My Visual Story
- Pass the MIC
- Remixing Media, Critiquing Culture
- Rock 'n' Physics
- Speak for Yourself!
- Speak to the World
- Telling Power
- The Asian Lens
- Tomato, Tomato

Follow UO FIGs on social media!

Questions? Email figs@uoregon.edu